I. Introduction
Accelerometer is a device used to detect magnitude and direction of the proper acceleration (or g-force), as a vector quantity, and can be used to sense orientation (because direction of weight changes), coordinate acceleration, vibration, shock, and falling in a resistive medium.. Different types of accelerometer are available such as capacitive, piezo-resistive, tunnelling, thermal etc., studies and research on these accelerometer have proved that capacitive accelerometers are more efficient and widely used.Capacitive accelerometer is one of the earliest inertialinstruments studied intensively in MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) field since 1980s because of its simple structure and easy integration with integrated circuit. Perforation is done to reduce the air damping which has significant effect on the performance Proof mass of capacitive accelerometer will act as movable plates which causes change in distance between the plates so capacitance will change. This change in capacitance will be measured as acceleration.
II. Device Description
Proof mass of accelerometer is act as a movable plates when load is applied, proof mass moves causes change in capacitance which can be measured as acceleration.Proof mass with different perforation has different stress and displacement distribution means flexibility and sensitivity of proof mass changes with perforation shapes. d is distance between the plates when load is applied this distance will change accordingly capacitance will change. Capacitance C is defined as:-C=€A/d.
€ iselectrical permittivity of dielectric medium and is defined as €=€ 0 €r,for air as dielectric medium €=€ 0. 
III. Simulation
All the simulations are done in COMSOL(multi physics), version 4.3and version 4.3a 1) Proof mass with square perforation:- 
IV. Eigen Frequency Analysis
In this analysis proof mass vibrates in six different modes at six different frequencies. These frequencies decides the maximum stress and maximum displacement of the proof mass. These frequencies depend on the model design.
Proof mass with cylindrical perforation
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Table4:-Stress and displacement values at six modes.
2.
Proof mass with square perforation:- Table 5 :-Stress and displacement values at six modes. 
Proof mass with pyramidal perforation
VI. Graphical Representation
VII. Result
In the same perforated proof mass if position of spring changes maximum displacement and maximum stress will also change.Maximum stress is observed in proof mass with nozzle-diffuse perforation.Minimum stress is observed in proof mass with square perforation when spring position changes.Maximum displacement is observed in proof mass withnozzle-diffuserperforation when spring position changes.Minimum displacement isobserved in proof mass with square perforation.
VIII.
Conclusion.
Maximum Stress and maximum displacement in nozzle diffuser perforation shows that it is more sensitive to stress and displacement on application of load. Minimum stress and displacement in square perforation shows that it is less sensitive to stress and displacement on application of load. So nozzle -diffuser perforated proof mass is more sensitive as well as has better mechanical strength.
